These Athletic Runners provide unmatched cushioning, shock absorption and motion control to protect and comfort your feet while you run. The unique Lenex last and multiple removable insoles enable these shoes to fit many different foot types and make them an ideal choice for those who wear orthotics. Aetrex Athletic Runners incorporate innovative features that allow the footwear to be customized to your individual footcare needs. Made from technologically advanced materials to keep your feet healthy, cool and dry while running.

I. external features of the Lenex Collection Runners

a. Reinforced quarter and side pieces for additional support and structure.

b. High density Contrex™ external stability enhancer provides medial posting and support to control pronation.

c. Molded external heel counter for supported rearfoot control.

d. Spacious, anatomical toe box for extra comfort and biomechanical efficiency.

e. Open air sandwich mesh for breathability and support.

f. Soft, padded collar provides comfort and reduces heel slippage.

g. Triple density, compression sculpted midsole designed to preserve the balance between your body and ground forces.

h. Reflective binding for nighttime visibility.

II. Lenex Collection Runner outsoles

i. Carboplast® footbridge for added motion control and stability. Helps minimize over pronation.

j. Strategically placed medial and lateral flex grooves, biomechanically designed for proper flexion.

k. Highly slip resistant rubber outsole with unique quadrant design for increased traction, flexibility and durability.

l. Highly cushioned, free floating heel pad for shock attenuation and natural heel strike.

III. internal features of the Lenex Collection Runners

m. Mozaic™ Customization Insoles allow you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe. The Mozaic Insole may also be removed for additional depth.

n. Aetrex Performance Insole - Biomechanically designed, polyurethane insole provides support, comfort and shock absorption.

o. Moisture wicking, highly breathable polyester fabric lining.

p. Flat seam construction for extra protection and comfort.

q. 5/16” removable depth - 2 removable layers for customized fit. Semi-straight Lenex last fits many foot types.
I. external features of the Voyage Collection Runners

a. Molded external heel counter for additional support and rearfoot control.

b. Multi-density midsole with strategically placed firm EVA under medial arch for additional support.

c. Highly breathable Airlex™ sandwich mesh helps keep the foot healthy and cool. Strategically positioned to maximize comfort.

d. Medial and lateral Support Straps located behind ball and arch of foot for extra support without interfering with flex points. Support Straps help lock the foot in proper alignment.

e. Nylon webbing speed lace system for even distribution of laces and ease of use.

f. Reflective tabs for nighttime visibility.

II. Voyage Collection Runner outsoles

  g. Light-weight, molded EGX™ footbridge reinforces midsole and provides motion control by offering torsional rigidity to the rearfoot region of the shoe while supporting the midfoot.

  h. Individual pods for independent floating suspension, increasing traction and flexibility.

  i. Strategically placed medial and lateral flex grooves, biomechanically designed for proper flexion.

  j. Medial support pod shores up midfoot while minimizing over pronation.

  k. Shock attenuating, free floating heel pad to cushion and absorb shock at heel strike.

III. internal features of the Voyage Collection Runners

l. Mozaic™ Customization Insoles allow you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe. The Mozaic Insole may also be removed for additional depth.

m. Aetrex Performance Insole - Biomechanically designed, polyurethane insole provides support, comfort and shock absorption.

n. Moisture wicking, highly breathable polyester fabric lining.

o. 5/16" removable depth - 2 removable layers for customized fit. Semi-straight Voyage last fits many foot types.
These Cross-Trainers provide a combination of motion control, support and comfort not found in other footwear styles. These light-weight shoes are designed for maximum lateral stability and shock attenuation to help you feel great on your feet and excel during athletic or leisure activities. Aetrex Cross-Trainers incorporate innovative features that allow the footwear to be customized to your individual footcare needs. This state-of-the-art footwear is ideal for those seeking a competitive edge without sacrificing comfort.

**V656M**

**V656W**

---

**I. external features of the Voyage Collection Cross-Trainers**

- a. Molded S.E.D. (Stability Enhancement Device) provides unmatched lateral support.
- b. Wrap around midsole designed for stability and support.
- c. Nylon pull strap for easy shoe entry.
- d. Strategically placed perforations and air mesh for better breathability and air flow.
- e. Forefoot reinforcement material for optimum lateral power transfer and stability.
- f. Supportive leather upper helps provide comfort, breathability and performance.
- g. Multi-density midsole with strategically placed firm EVA under medial arch for additional support.
- h. Firm, supportive heel counter provides stability.

---

**II. Voyage Collection Cross-Trainer outsoles**

- i. Light-weight, molded EGX™ footbridge reinforces midsole and provides motion control by offering torsional rigidity to the rearfoot region of the shoe while supporting the midfoot.
- j. Individual pods for independent floating suspension, increasing traction and flexibility.
- k. Strategically placed medial and lateral flex grooves, biomechanically designed for proper flexion.
- l. Medial support pod shores up midfoot while minimizing over pronation.
- m. Shock attenuating, free floating heel pad to cushion and absorb shock at heel strike.

---

**III. internal features of the Voyage Collection Cross-Trainers**

- n. Mozaic™ Customization Insoles allow you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe. The Mozaic Insole may also be removed for additional depth.
- o. Moisture transferring, highly durable and breathable lining.
- p. Aetrex Performance Insole - Biomechanically designed, polyurethane insole provides support, comfort and shock absorption.
- q. 5/16” removable depth - 2 removable layers for customized fit. Semi-straight Voyage last fits many foot types.
I. external features of the Voyage Collection Trail Runners
   a. SmartMask™ toe guard acts as a bumper to protect forefoot and resist abrasion while on the trail.
   b. Abrasion-resistant, non stretch, Nylon Cordura upper for stability and protection while on loose terrain.
   c. Nubuck leather exterior for additional comfort, protection & resistance.
   d. Lateral and medial forefoot Nylon webbing for control of lateral movements.
   e. Nylon webbing with plastic speed lacing system for easy/flexible lacing.
   f. Light-weight, sculpted, EVA midsole.
   g. Choice of two offset eyelets for additional rearfoot control.
   h. SmartMask™ molded external heel counter for stability, durability and protection while on the trail.

II. Voyage Collection Trail Runner outsoles
   i. Deep lugged tread for traction on loose surfaces.
   j. Light-weight, molded EGX™ footbridge reinforces midsole and provides motion control by offering toritional rigidity to the rearfoot region of the shoe while supporting the midfoot.
   k. Individual pods for independent floating suspension, increasing traction and flexibility.
   l. Strategically placed medial and lateral flex grooves, biomechanically designed for proper flexion.
   m. Medial support pod shores up midfoot while minimizing over pronation.
   n. Shock attenuating, free floating heel pad to cushion and absorb shock at heel strike.

III. internal features of the Voyage Collection Trail Runners
   o. Mozaic™ Customization Insoles allow you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe. The Mozaic Insole may also be removed for additional depth.
   p. Moisture wicking, abrasion resistant lining.
   q. Aetrex Performance Insole - Biomechanically designed, polyurethane insole provides support, comfort and shock absorption
   r. 5/16” removable depth - 2 removable layers for customized fit. Semi-straight Voyage last fits many foot types.

These Trail Runners offer the protection, support and comfort needed to endure high impact activities in rugged terrain. These unique shoes are lightweight and durable and were designed specifically for an active outdoor lifestyle. Aetrex Trail Runners incorporate innovative features that allow the footwear to be customized to your individual footcare needs. After a long day on the trail your feet will still be ready for the next challenge.
These Athletic Walkers are designed to provide an equal distribution of pressure throughout the gait cycle while maintaining the highest standards in comfort, breathability and overall support. The unique Lenex last and multiple removable insoles enable these shoes to fit many different foot types and make them an ideal choice for those who wear orthotics. Aetrex Athletic Walkers incorporate innovative features that allow the footwear to be customized to your individual footcare needs.

I. external features of the Lenex Collection Athletic Walkers
   a. Molded external heel counter for rearfoot control.
   b. High density, Contrex™ external stability enhancer provides medial posting and support to control pronation.
   c. Soft, padded collar provides comfort and reduces heel slippage.
   d. Spacious, anatomical toe box for extra comfort and biomechanical efficiency.
   e. Reflective binding for nighttime visibility.
   f. Triple density, compression sculpted midsole designed to preserve the balance between your body and ground forces.
   g. Upper made with genuine leather for comfort, breathability and performance.

II. Lenex Collection Athletic Walker outsoles
   h. Carboplast® footbridge for added motion control and stability. Helps minimize over pronation.
   i. Highly slip resistant rubber outsole with unique quadrant design for increased traction, flexibility and durability.
   j. Strategically placed medial and lateral flex grooves, biomechanically designed for proper flexion.
   k. Highly cushioned, free floating heel pad for shock attenuation and natural heel strike.

III. internal features of the Lenex Collection Athletic Walkers
   l. Mozaic™ Customization Insoles allow you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe. The Mozaic Insole may also be removed for additional depth.
   m. Aetrex Performance Insole - Biomechanically designed, polyurethane insole provides support, comfort and shock absorption.
   n. Moisture wicking, highly breathable polyester fabric lining.
   o. Flat seam construction for extra protection and comfort.
   p. 5/16” removable depth - 2 removable layers for customized fit. Semi-straight Lenex last fits many foot types.
These Athletic Walkers fuse performance and lifestyle in an attractive athletic walking shoe. These exceptional shoes offer a combination of stability, cushioning and shock absorption not found in other footwear lines. Aetrex Athletic Walkers incorporate innovative features that allow the footwear to be customized to your individual footcare needs. Whether taking a leisurely stroll or going for a brisk walk, you can be sure you’ll look and feel your best.

I. external features of the Voyage Collection Athletic Walkers

a. Multi-density midsole with strategically placed firm EVA under medial arch for additional support.
b. Soft padded collar provides comfort and reduces heel slippage.
c. Firm molded heel counter provides stability.
d. Upper made with genuine leather for comfort and performance.
e. Strategically placed perforations for breathability and comfort.
f. Speed lacing for fitting flexibility and ease of use.
g. Wrap around midsole design provides stability and support.

II. Voyage Collection Athletic Walker outsoles

h. Light-weight, molded EGX™ footbridge reinforces midsole and provides motion control by offering torsional rigidity to the rearfoot region of the shoe while supporting the midfoot.
i. Individual pods for independent floating suspension, increasing traction and flexibility.
j. Strategically placed medial and lateral flex grooves, biomechanically designed for proper flexion.
k. Medial support pod shores up midfoot while minimizing over pronation.
l. Shock attenuating, free floating heel pad to cushion and absorb shock at heel strike.

II. internal features of the Voyage Collection Athletic Walkers

m. Mozaic™ Customization Insoles allow you to easily customize the comfort and fit of the shoe. The Mozaic Insole may also be removed for additional depth.
n. Aetrex Performance Insole - Biomechanically designed, polyurethane insole provides support, comfort and shock absorption.
o. Moisture transferring, highly durable & breathable lining.
p. Flat seam construction for extra protection and comfort.
q. 5/16” removable depth - 2 removable layers for customized fit. Semi-straight Voyage last fits many foot types.